Finding your next gig?

Mehmet Akcin - NANOG70
The Goal

1. Help explain to candidates the process of getting hired within network focus in a large company
   i. Telecom Company
   ii. Cloud
   iii. Search
   iv. News/Media

2. Give candidates an opportunity to be able to provide feedback to large scale companies hiring professionals.
Panelists

Mike Ballenger - Charter
TJ Trask - Facebook
Dan Seifert - Google
Peter Hartzell - Oracle
Jeff DeClue - Yahoo
Let’s talk about how did you get in your current role in your company?
What are the top things Talent Acquisition / Hiring Managers look for in a candidate?
Let’s make the session interactive…
Questions and feedback to TAs?
What are some common mistakes TAs notice when dealing with network professional hiring?

1. Pre
2. During
3. Post

Let’s talk about the overall process as well.
Let’s talk about resumes

1. DOs
2. DONTs
Hard to fill roles and responsibilities?
What is the value of a certification when applying for a job?
What are some of your favorite questions candidates have asked?
How about location.. What are the hot locations and changes in the trends?

Working from home?
Management vs Individual Contributor
Retaining good talent at the company for longer?
Thank you everyone.

For feedback please email

Mehmet Akcin - mehmet@akcin.net - twitter mhmtkcn

Dan Seifert - danseifert@google.com
Peter Hartzell - peter.hartzell@oracle.com
Jeff DeClue - jdeclue@yahoo-inc.com
TJ Trask - tjt@fb.com
Mike Ballenger - michael.ballenger@charter.com